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Abstract: In the present work, a generic method for multilevel modeling and reconfiguration
of the System of Systems Engineering (SoSE) is proposed based on the bond graph modeling
approach. The proposed formulation is applied to the road traffic dynamic for a platoon of
Intelligent Autonomous Vehicles (IAVs). A bond graph model-based reconfiguration strategy
is proposed for the multilevel model of the road traffic dynamic combining three levels namely
submicroscopic, microscopic and macroscopic. This multilevel model is simulated for two
scenarios of normal and faulty situations in a platoon of four IAVs.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Large scale systems can be organized into various levels
according to their complexity. The proliferation of new
information and communication technologies (ICT) and
hardware has increased the complexity of traditional sys-
tems which led to the introduction of the concept of
System of Systems (SoS). This concept was introduced
in 90s, and there are numerous definitions available for
SoS (Jamshidi [2005]). Maier [1996] described the five
characteristics of the SoS: operational independence, man-
agerial independence, geographical distribution, emergent
behavior, and evolutionary development.

In Defense Acquisition Guidebook [2010] SoS is defined
as; a set of arrangement of independent systems that are
related or connected to provide a given capability. The loss
of any part of the system will degrade the performance or
capabilities of the whole.

The concept SoS introduces the relationship between com-
ponent systems (CSs) from an organizational point of view
(Khalil et al. [2012]). The SoS has applications in many
fields like engineering, management, biology, healthcare
and defense. In the present work, we focus on the System
of Systems Engineering (SoSE) and the modeling of such
complex systems is challenging. Zhou et al. [2011] proposed
agent-based modeling of the SoSE. Khalil et al. [2012]
proposed hypergraph approach for modeling the SoSE. In
the present work, we propose a method for modeling the
SoSE based on power graphical modeling approach called
bond graph (Paynter [1961]).
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The fault in a CS may lead to failure of the global SoSE
mission. Hence, it is important to detect and isolate the
faults in CSs and based on this information reconfigure the
SoSE for normal functioning. The causal and structural
properties of the bond graph can be exploited for Fault
Detection and Isolation (FDI) (Samantaray and Ould-
Bouamama [2008]), and enable model-based reconfigura-
tion (Pathak et al. [2008]; Loureiro et al. [2012]).

The concept of SoSE can be applied in the field of
transportation as described in DeLaurentis [2005]. Hence,
the proposed bond graph approach is applied to the
road traffic dynamics for a platoon of IAVs. Such set
of autonomous vehicles can describe an organization of
the SoSE, because each elementary component system
is operationally and managerially independant; they are
dispatched geographically, with a continuous exchange of
information; finally they can structurally make a self-
reconfiguration of their organization.

Tampre and Arem [2001] described three levels in traffic
dynamic namely submicroscopic, microscopic and macro-
scopic. Submicroscopic level describes the dynamics of
an individual vehicle including its various components;
microscopic level describes the dynamics of the interaction
between the vehicles; and macroscopic level describes the
whole traffic dynamics without distinguishing its compo-
nent systems. Kumar et al. [2014] proposed a multilevel
bond graph model of the road traffic dynamics combining
sub-microscopic, microscopic and macroscopic levels. In
the present work, a reconfiguration strategy is developed
for this multilevel bond graph model.

The paper is organised in the following way: section 2
describes a generic method for the formulation of SoSE,
in section 3 the proposed methodology is applied to a
multilevel model of a platoon of vehicles, simulation results
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are discussed in section 4 for normal and faulty situations,
finally the conclusion is given in section 5.

2. METHODOLOGY FOR MODELING THE SOSE

Fig. 1 shows a generic multilevel representation of the
SoSE. The SoSE is represented by various levels denoted
by L1, L2, L3...Lz and each level of the SoSE consists
of CSs which horizontally interact (information exchange)
with each other to achieve the goal of that level. Also,
CSs interact vertically in different levels to achieve the
global goal of the SoSE, combining all the levels. Any CS
at a level is the subsystem of a CS at the higher level.
For example, CSi

n,L1 represents the nth subsystem in L1

of the ith component system CSi,L2 in L2. A multilevel
model of the SoSE can be developed by combining all
the levels. It helps to perform the CS fault detection and
propagation from the lowest level to the highest level. The
reconfiguration of the SoSE can be performed based on
this multilevel model.

Fig. 1. Multilevel representation of the SoSE

The SoSE in Fig. 1 can be defined as So = f(Sm, Sc, Sr),
where So represents the overall SoSE objective which de-
pends on the SoSE model Sm, constraints Sc and reconfig-
uration laws Sr in case of faulty situations. Sm is a set of
dynamic mathematical relations to describe the horizontal
and vertical interactions among the dynamic models of
various CSs of the SoSE. Sc is a set of constraints which
must be satisfied every time if not then it represents the
faulty situation and So cannot be achieved. Sr is a set of
reconfiguration laws which recover the SoSE from faulty
situations to normal situation for achieving So, may be
with low performance.

2.1 Modeling

We develop dynamic model (Sm) of the SoSE using energy
based modeling approach called bond graph. The bond
graph is a graphical modeling tool and can be denoted as
G(N,E), where N is a set of nodes which represents the
physical components/subsystems and called as junctions
in bond graph, E is a set of edges which represents the
power bonds between nodes. These power bonds describe
the power exchange between nodes based on two power
variables namely effort (e) and flow (f). The physical CS
are modeled using following elements: (i) active elements
(sources of effort Se and flow Sf) which provide input
power to the system, (ii) passive elements transform input
power into dissipated (resistive element R) and stored
(capacitance C and inertia I elements) energies (iii) and
power conserving elements (effort conserve junction-0, flow

conserve junction-1, transformer TF and gyrator GY el-
ements). The information exchange between the CSs can
be modeled using activated bonds which represent only
information exchange and no power transfer. The bond
graph is very powerful to model in a unified way the
physical systems of various natures and independently of
the considered domain viz. mechanical, electrical, thermal
etc. The bond graph approach allows understanding of the
dynamic behavior of the process with a graphical vision
and dynamic equations of the SoSE can be derived sys-
tematically from the bond graph. Moreover, the causal and
structural properties of the bond graph can be exploited
for the fault diagnosis and reconfiguration.

2.2 Fault Diagnosis

The bond graph modeling enables model based Fault De-
tection and Isolation (FDI). FDI method checks the con-
sistencies between expected output and the actual output
of a CS, which is described by the Analytical Redundancy
Relations (ARRs). ARRs are the set of constraints (Sc)
among various parameters of a CS, and can be deduced
from the bond graph model by using structural properties
of the bond graph. ARRs evaluation describes the differ-
ence between the expected and observed values, which is
called as residual. The value of a residual defines a binary
coherence vector whose elements are evaluated based on
ARRs. The value of an element is ‘1’ only if the corre-
sponding residual is outside a predefined threshold, and it
is ‘0’ if residual is inside the predefined threshold. The co-
herence vector is calculated at every instant of time and a
‘1’ value indicates a faulty situation. The faulty component
is isolated based on a Fault Signature Matrix (FSM). FSM
is a binary matrix which describes contribution of various
components for each residual. A fault in a component is
monitorable if it affects at least one residual, and a fault
in a component can be isolated if its fault signature is
different from the fault signature of all other components.

2.3 Fault Accommodation through Reconfiguration

The fault in any CS may lead to failure of the global mis-
sion of SoSE, so it is very important to recover the SoSE
from the faulty situations by applying a robust reconfigu-
ration strategy (Sr). Once FDI procedure is applied on the
SoSE, the faults can be monitored and a reconfiguration
strategy can be proposed according to nature of the faults.
The evaluation of the residuals enables to identify the fault
in a CS at any instant of time and the SoSE recovers from
the fault by reconfiguration at the same point of time.
Thus, SoSE continues to function in normal as well as in
faulty situations for achieving the global SoSE objective
So.

3. APPLICATION: A PLATOON OF VEHICLES

In this section, the procedure described for modeling the
SoSE in previous section is applied to a platoon of IAVs.
A platoon of IAVs can be seen at different levels namely
submicroscopic level, microscopic level and macroscopic
level (Fig. 2).

Refere to Fig. 2, submicroscopic level (L1) represents the
four considered CSs (Ci

1,L1, Ci
2,L1, Ci

3,L1 and Ci
4,L1) and
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Fig. 2. Multilevel representation of a platoon of IAVs

their dynamic interaction for each ith IAV at microscopic
level. These four CSs represent the dynamics of the four
independently driven wheels of an IAV. Microscopic level
(L2) represents the interaction between IAVs (IAVi,L2)
based on information exchange between them. Macro-
scopic level (L3) represents the dynamics of the whole
traffic (TL3) for a platoon of i number of IAVs. Finally,
all the three levels are combined to develop a multilevel
model. This multilevel model is used for fault detection
and to evaluate the effects of a faulty CS propagating from
a lower level to the higher levels.

In the following subsections 3.1, 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4, the
multilevel bond graph model for a platoon of IAVs is
constructed in line with the model given by Kumar et al.
[2014].

3.1 Submicroscopic Level Modeling

At submicroscopic level L1, a two dimensional dynamic
model of an IAV named RobuCar (Fig. 3(a)) is developed,
the schematic representation of the considered IAV is
shown in Fig. 3(b). The considered IAV has four traction
wheels actuated by four independent direct current (dc)
motors and all the wheels are steerable. IAV is equipped
with an inertial sensor to measure its longitudinal, lateral,
and yaw speeds. Also, sensors are mounted to measure
the angular speed of each wheel and the current drawn
by each motor. The following dynamics are considered
for modeling: (i) traction actuators, slip and steering
dynamics of the wheels and (ii) longitudinal, lateral and
yaw dynamics of the vehicle’s CM.

Fig. 3. (a) RobuCar at LAGIS (b) Schematic top view of
an IAV

The complete bond graph model of an IAV considering
all the dynamics is shown in Fig. 4. Fig. 4(a) shows the
dynamics of vehicle’s CM, where m and J represent mass
and polar moment of inertia of the vehicle respectively.
The dimensions of the vehicle are denoted by a, b and c in
modulous of transformer elements. The full headed arrows

corresponding to the speeds (ẋ, ẏ, Ẋ, Ẏ and θ̇) of the
vehicle’s CM, represent the sensors to measure the value
of the corresponding parameter.

Fig. 4. Bond graph dynamic model of an IAV: (a) dynamics
of the vehicle body (b) dynamics of the wheel

Any ith IAV is composed of four quarters of vehicle
namely wheel-1 (Ci

1,L1), wheel-2 (Ci
2,L1), wheel-3 (Ci

3,L1)

and wheel-4 (Ci
4,L1). Let’s consider the dynamics of jth

wheel-j (j =1,2,3 or 4) as shown in Fig. 4(b). The wheel
dynamics is composed of electric part of motor, mechanical
part of motor, and slip and steering dynamics. In electrical
part of the motor, Umj , Imj , Rmj and kj represent voltage,
inductance, resistance and torque constant of the motor
respectively. In mechanical part of the motor, Iaj and
Raj represent polar moment of inertia and friction of the
wheel-axle respectively. Angle α is the steering angle and
r is the radius of the wheel. Rxj and Ryj represent the
slip contribution in x and y direction respectively, en
and fn represent the effort and flow respectively in nth

bond (n=1,2,3...). The full headed arrows corresponding
to current ij in motor and angular speed of the wheel
axle ωj represent the sensors to measure the value of the
corresponding parameter.

The voltage source (Se) provides voltage Umj to the
motor. The electric power of the motor is converted into
mechanical power with the help of gyrator element (GY).
The longitudinal and lateral speeds of the wheel ẋwj

and ẏwj respectively in conjunction with wheel’s spinning
speed generate the longitudinal and lateral slip speeds
ẋsj and ẏsj respectively. The longitudinal force Flj and
cornering force Fcj are functions of the longitudinal and
lateral slip speeds respectively. Fxj and Fyj are the forces
generated by the wheel in x and y directions respectively,
and are transmitted to the body of the vehicle in x and
y directions respectively. The speed of the CM in inertial
frame X-Y is obtained by the transformation of x-y frame
by angle θ.
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3.2 Microscopic Level Modeling

At microscopic level L2, the interection between IAVs is
such that the follower IAV always tries to maintain a safe
seperation (interdistance) with leader IAV. For modeling
this behavior between IAVs, they are connected by the
spring-dashpot system. Actually, this physical connection
is virtual, to represent the stick-slip motion of the follower
IAV (Merzouki et al. [2013]).

In Fig. 5, a system of leader (IAVn,L2) and follower
(IAVn+1,L2) IAVs is shown, where submicroscopic bond
graph models of two IAVs are connected with the bond
graph model of the spring-dashpot system, where bonds
2 and 1 connect the longitudinal dynamic junctions of
the bond graph models of leader and follower IAVs re-
spectively. The full headed arrow (bond 2) represents the
flow activated bond, which tranfers only flow f2 to the
system and the effort e2 is zero, this can be described as
the motion of leader IAV is not influenced by the motion
of follower IAV.

Fig. 5. Microscopic bond graph model showing interaction
between two IAVs

3.3 Macroscopic Level Modeling

At macroscopic level L3, the average values of macroscopic
traffic variables (flow, density and mean speed)can be
deduced from the bond graph model of microscopic level.

If sn is the distance headway for nth IAV which is given
as (Xn−Xn+1), and the state value of the position Xn for
each IAV is measured by the inertial sensor mounted on
the vehicle, then average distance headway can be given
by:

s =
1

i

i∑
n=1

sn (1)

Where i represent number of vehicles at any instant of
time in the considered road section. The average density
ρ of the traffic can be given in terms of average distance
headway as following:

ρ =
1

s
(2)

If Ẋn is the speed of nth IAV, which is measured by the
flow sensor mounted on the each vehicle, then average of
Ẋn gives space mean speed v.

v =
1

i

i∑
n=1

Ẋn (3)

Flow of the traffic q can be calculated from the fundamen-
tal relation of the traffic flow:

q = ρ.v (4)

3.4 Multilevel Modeling

A multilevel model of the road traffic dynamic for a
platoon of IAVs is developed by combining all the three
levels (Fig. 6).

Fig. 6. A multilevel bond graph model for a platoon of
IAVs

Refer to Fig. 6, the bond graph models of i−IAVs are
connected by the bond graph models of virtual spring-
dashpot systems. The junctions 1Ẋ1

, 1Ẋ2
...1Ẋi

represent
the speeds of IAVs 1, 2...i respectively with respect to
inertial frame, and the full headed arrows represent the
sensors to measure the speeds Ẋ1, Ẋ2...Ẋi of IAVs. The
speeds of IAVs are integrated to get the positions X1,
X2...Xi of each IAV. The space mean speed v and flow q
of the traffic are shown by the full headed arrows sensors,
while the value of ρ is calculated according to (1) and (2).

3.5 Fault Detection and Isolation (FDI)

In this section, we apply FDI method on the wheels of
IAV for the fault identification. The structural and causal
properties of the bond graph are used to generate ARRs for
the wheels of any ith IAV. ARRs are obtained directly from
the bond graph by applying a well established methodol-
ogy as described in Ould-Bouamama et al. [2003]. In the
latter methodology, all the sensors are dualized into signal
source of effort or flow (SSe or SSf), and the bond graph
is assigned a preferred derivative causality. Then ARRs
are derived from this bond graph by following the causal
paths from known to unknown variables. Refer to Fig. 7,
by applying the referred procedure two ARRs are derived
(5) and (6) corresponding to the junctions where signal
sources are connected.

Fig. 7. Bond graph model of a wheel in preffered derivative
causality

ARRi
1j : Umj −Rmjij − Imj

dij
dt

− kjωj = 0 (5)
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ARRi
2j : kjij −Rajωj − Iaj

dωj

dt
− τj = 0 (6)

ARRi
1j and ARRi

2j represent ARRs for the jth wheel of ith

IAV. These ARRs are evaluated by sensors data for FDI
and if any of the two ARRs are found abnormal then there
is a fault. For fault isolation, the ARRs are structurally
analyzed to generate the FSM as shown in Table 1. In
this analysis, the sensor faults are not considered and it is
assumed that there is no sensor noise.

Table 1. FSM for the wheel system

Components ri1j ri2j Mb Ib
Umj 1 0 1 0

Rmj 1 0 1 0

Df : ij 1 1 1 0

Imj 1 0 1 0

kj 1 1 1 0

Df : ωj 1 1 1 0

Raj 0 1 1 0

Iaj 0 1 1 0

τj 0 1 1 0

Refer to Table 1, the columns represent the components,
residuals (ri1j and ri2j are residuals for the jth wheel of ith

IAV), fault monitorability (Mb), and fault isolablility (Ib).
If a component is presented in an ARR then ‘1’ is assigned
in corresponding entry of FSM (means that the residual
is sensitive to a fault in this component), otherwise ‘0’ is
assigned. It can be noticed from the Table 1 that none
of the component has unique fault signature thus faults
cannot be isolated but all faults are monitorable because
each fault is sensitive to at least one residual.

3.6 Reconfiguration

We propose a reconfiguration strategy for a platoon of
IAVs, which reconfigures the model in case of faulty
situations based on the values of residuals at any instant
of time. The residuals are calculated for the jth wheel of
an ith IAV in the platoon. Thus, the value of a residual at
any point of time informs about the health of a wheel of
an IAV in the platoon to which this residual is associated.

Refer to Fig. 8, a reconfiguration strategy is described for
any ith IAV of the platoon. There are three cases for recon-
figuration of the multilevel model based on four residual
groups and each group represents the two residuals ri1j and

ri2j of the jth wheel of ith IAV in the platoon.

Case I : If residuals ri1j and/or ri2j are/is triggered for a
fault in any one wheel of the IAVi,L2 then the system can
be reconfigured by making that wheel free and also making
the wheel free at the opposite side of IAV corresponding
to the faulty wheel. For example, if the front left wheel
is faulty then make front left and front right wheels free.
It avoids over steering of the vehicle because of angular
speed difference between two opposite wheels. A wheel
can be made free by removing the connection between the
traction actuator and wheel; in that case the axle of wheel
is not connected with motor and the wheel rotates freely.
Mathematically, it can be achieved by assigning zero value
to the torque constant kij for that wheel.

Fig. 8. Reconfiguration strategy

Case II : If two groups of residuals are faulty (only possible
combinations are wheels-1,2 or wheels-3,4) then make
those two wheels free by ki1 = ki2 = 0 or ki3 = ki4 = 0.

Case III : In any other case (say more than two wheels are
faulty or two faulty wheels are not two opposite front/rear
wheels), the faulty vehicle is removed from the platoon.
If the faulty vehicle is any follower ith IAV, then IAVi,L2

is removed from the platoon by assigning zero value to
its input voltage U i

j and give an extra steering angle

(say αi
ej) to leave the platoon. Also, IAVi+1,L2 following

the faulty IAVi,L2 is actuated with a voltage based on
the interdistance model with IAVi−1,L2. Mathematically

U i+1
j = f(U i−1

j ), which means that in the recofigured sys-
tem, motion of IAVi+1,L2 depends on motion of IAVi−1,L2.
If the faulty vehicle is leader IAV1,L2 then it is removed

from the platoon in the same way (U1
j = 0 and α1′

j = α1
j +

α1
ej). But the follower IAV2,L2 becomes leader IAV in the

reconfigured system and it is actuated by the input voltage
U1′

j equal to the voltage as given to the leader vehicle
before fault.

4. SIMULATION RESULTS

The proposed multilevel model is simulated using a
software called Symbols. SYMBOLS acronym stands
for SYstem Modeling by BOndgraph Language and
Simulation. It is a modeling, simulation and control sys-
tems software for a variety of scientific and engineering
applications. For simulation, we consider a platoon of four
IAVs and two scenarios are simulated for normal and faulty
situations.

4.1 First Scenario

For the first scenario in simulation, we consider a platoon
of four IAVs moving on a road without passing in normal
situation. The simulation results are shown in Fig. 9.
At submicroscopic level, Fig. 9(a) and Fig. 9(b) show
the input voltage and the values of residuals for each
wheel of the leader IAV (vehicle-1) respectively. it can be
observe that the value of each residual is zero for vehicle-
1, which represents the normal situation. At microscopic
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level, Fig. 9(c) and Fig. 9(d) show the x−direction position
and speed of each vehicle with respect to time respectively.
It can be observed that when a vehicle comes closer to its
leader vehicle it decreases the speed and when seperation is
more it increases the speed to maintain a safe interdistance
which represents the stick-slip motion, the interdistance
between the each pair of vehicles is shown in Fig. 9(c). At
macroscopic level, Fig. 9(e) and Fig. 9(f) show the average
values of density and flow of the traffic with respect to time
respectively.

Fig. 9. First scenario in normal situation: (a) voltage in
each wheel of leader vehicle (b) residuals for each
wheel of leader vehicle (c) x−position of each vehicle
and interdistance between vehicles(d) speed of each
vehicle (e) density of the traffic (f) flow of the traffic
with respect to time.

4.2 Second Scenario

For the second scenario in simulation, we consider a
platoon of four IAVs moving on a road without passing,
and a fault is introduced in the front left wheel of the
leader vehicle after 10s by reducing its input voltage from
60v to 25v (58% reduction). The simulation results are
shown in Fig. 10. Fig. 10(a) and Fig. 10(b) show the input
voltage and the values of residuals for each wheel of the
leader IAV (vehicle-1) respectively. It can be observed that
the voltage in wheel-1 (front left) of vehicle-1 drops to
25v after 10s and at the same time corresponding residual
r111 is triggered to alarm about this fault. Fig. 10(c) and
Fig. 10(d) show the x−direction position and speed of
each vehicle with respect to time respectively. It can be

observed that the speed of faulty leader vehicle decreases
after 10s and it leaves the platoon. Also, the interdistance
between vehicle-1 and vehicle-2 becomes negative, because
after occurring of the fault, vehicle-1 moves in a curved
path (Fig. 11(b)) due to the difference between the input
voltages of the two front wheels.

Fig. 10. Second scenario in faulty situation: (a) voltage
in each wheel of leader vehicle (b) residuals for each
wheel of leader vehicle (c) x−position of each vehicle
and interdistance between vehicles(d) speed of each
vehicle with respect to time.

Thus, this faulty situation leads to failure of the global mis-
sion of the SoSE and it becomes important to reconfigure
it. Hence, the proposed reconfiguration strategy is applied
to the model. The simulation results for the reconfigured
model are shown in Fig. 11. Fig. 11(a), Fig. 11(b) and
Fig. 11(c) show the trajectory of the leader vehicle in nor-
mal, faulty and reconfigured situations respectively. It can
be observed that in the faulty situation, the leader vehicle
moves in a curved path and leaves the platoon, but after
applying the reconfiguration strategy (Case I in Fig. 8), it
moves in the normal path. In Fig. 11(d), the x−position
of each vehicle is shown for the reconfigured system. From
these results it can be concluded that after applying the
proposed reconfiguration strategy to the model, it contin-
ues to fulfill the objective of the SoSE in faulty situation
but with a low performance, because the final position of
vehicle-1 is 375m in normal situation (Fig. 9(c)) and it is
339m in reconfigured model (Fig. 11(d)).

4.3 Real-time Simulation

The proposed multilevel model is simulated in real-
time using a professional software dedicated for en-
gineering and research applications called SCANeRTM

(www.scanersimulation.com). It is a modular and real-
time based structure. By using an Application Program-
ming Interface (API), it is useful to integrate the emulated
interdistance model between the vehicles. The manage-
ment of the real-time traffic dynamic is done through the
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Fig. 11. Reconfiguration: (a) trajectory of the leader vehi-
cle in normal situation (b) trajectory of the leader
vehicle in faulty situation (c) trajectory of leader
vehicle in after reconfiguration (d) x−position of each
vehicle after reconfiguration

association of the 3D road mapping given in XML-format
and the vehicle dynamics.

Refer to Fig. 12, the real-time simulation is performed for
a platoon of four vehicles in normal situation, the follower
vehicle follows the leader vehicle based on the interdistance
model. The leader vehicle moves on a road for 55s and
then stops, the other follower vehicles follow it. Fig. 12(a)
shows the x−direction position of each vehicle and the
interdistance between the pair of vehicles. Fig. 12(b) shows
the speed of each vehicle, it can be observed that the
follower vehicles vary their speeds to maintain a safe
interdistance, after 55s the leader vehicle stops and the
speeds of the follower vehicles also decrease to zero.

Fig. 12. Real-time simulation: (a) x−position of each
vehicle and interdistance between vehicles (b) speed
of each vehicle

5. CONCLUSION

The proposed bond graph approach for mofeling SoSE
provides not only organizational model but also behavioral
model by enabling physical modeling of the CSs, which
is not the case in existing SoSE models. After analysing
the simulation results for a platoon of four IAVs, it can
be concluded that the multilevel model performs well in

the normal situation as well as in the faulty situation
after applying the proposed model-based reconfiguration
strategy but with degraded performance in case of faults.
In the future work, it is interesting to perform real-time
simulations for more faulty scenarios.
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